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HILTON and REES have proved that every natural map 
Extl{B, -) -~ Extl(A, -) 
is induced by a morphism from A to B if the category does contain 
sufficient projectives (cf. [7]). This result does not hold for higher extension 
functors (cf. [8]). The question remained open whether it is necessary 
to have sufficient projectives available. 
In his thesis GABRIEL proves in which way an artinian category can 
be imbedded in a category with sufficient projectives (cf. [3], see also 
[6] and [ll]). With the help of this result we prove in this paper that 
the Hilton-Rees statement remains true in an artinian category if Hom(A, B) 
is an artinian group (cf. section 2). In section 3 we show this last condition 
to be rather essential if not sufficient projectives are available. 
1. Extensions and pro-categories 1) 
In an abelian category we can define the group Ext(A, B) of classes 
of extensions over A with kernel B. An element of this group can be 
given by an exact sequence 
0 -~ B ------.)- X ------.)- A -~ 0, 
the equivalence relation between the extensions and the (Baer-) addition 
being defined in the usual way (cf. [2], XIV. I; cf. [10], VII. I). If 
~ E Ext{A, B) is defined by the exact sequence above, and f E Hom{O, A), 
we define f*(~) E Ext{O, B) to be the class of the extension (unique 
within equivalence) which admits a commutative diagram 
1) For the readers convenience we gather together the (well-known) preliminaries 
we are going to use. 
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If g E Hom(B, D) we define analogously g*(~) E Ext(A, D). As f*g*(~)= 
=g*f*(~) (cf. [9], section 2, lemma), we have thus defined a functor 
Ext(-, - ). If the sequence 
0------+ B1------+ B2 ----+ Ba------+ 0, f3 E Ext(Ba, B1), 
is exact, we obtain an exact sequence 
~ 0------+ Hom(A, B1)------+ Hom(A, B2) ----+ Hom(A, Ba) ----+ 
~ 
----+ Ext(A, B1)------+ Ext(A, B2) ----+ Ext(A, Ba) 
where ~{f)=f*(/3) (cf. [10], VII. 2 and 3; cf. [1], th. 3.1). Dually an exact 
sequence, A2/ A1 =A a yields an analogous exact sequence. 
If sufficient projectives (or injectives) are available, the functors 
Extn( - , - ) can be defined and 
Ext(-, -) ,......, Extl(-, -) 
(cf. [2], XIV, th. 1.1). 
An object A is called artinian (respectively noetherian) if every 
descending (resp. ascending) chain of sub-objects of A is stationary. 
A category is called artinian (resp. noetherian) if all objects are artinian 
(resp. noetherian). If dis an abelian, artinian category, the dual category 
dO is noetherian. 
Let d be an abelian category. Following GROTHENDIECK (cf. [6]) we 
can define the pro-category Pro(d) of d. The objects of Pro(d) are 
projective systems X= {Xi}iED Xt Ed, and 
ProHom(X, Y)= lim lim Homd(Xt, Yi)· 
+---- ------+ 
i i 
An object A E d can be considered as an. object of Pro(d) and for 
A, B Ed we have Hom.sa1(A, B)= ProHom(A, B). 
Dually we define Ind(~) as the category of inductive systems 
X= {X•},EI, Xi E ~' with 
IndHom(Y, X)= lim lim HoJ%'(Y1, Xi). 
+---- ------+ 
i i 
By dualizing every projective system becomes an inductive one. Moreover 
ProHom({Xi}, {Y1})= lim lim Homd(Xi, Y1)= 
+---- ------+ 
i i 
= lim lim Hom~(Yi, Xi)=IndHom({X•}, {Yi})O 
+---- ------+ 
i i 
if ~=do. Thus the equivalence 
Pro(d) ~ [Ind(~)]O if ~=dO 
is established (cf. [3], I. 8). 
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If~ is a noetherian category, .@=Sex(~o, df!d) (the category of left 
exact, contravariant functors from~ into the category of abelian groups) 
is equivalent to 
Ind(~) ~ .@=Sex(~o, df!d) 
(cf. GABRIEL, [3], Chap. II, th. l); thus if dis an artinian category, 
this proves: 
The category &l=Pro(d) is an abelian category, has exact projective limits, 
and every artinian object of &J is in d. In &J sufficient projectives are 
available. If A, B E d we have 
Extd(A, B) ~ Ext.9(A, B). 
If BEd, and {Xi}=X E &J, X., Ed, we have 
lim Ext9 (Xi, B)---===+ Ext9 (X, B). 
_ ____, 
i 
The existence of sufficient projectives follows from [4], th. l. 10. l. 
As d is complete in &J, the groups of extensions over A with kernel B 
in both categories are the same, cf. [9], 3.2. As the functors Ext.9(-, -) 
and Extg.ol(-, -) are isomorphic, the last formula follows from [11], 
3, prop. 6 and 7 (cf. also [4], corollary, p. II-12).] 
Remark: On the contrary, the canonical map 
Extg.o(B, X) ~ lim Extg.o(B, Xi) 
+--
i 
is not an isomorphism in general. We shall see a consequence of this fact. 
2. Natural maps in artinian categories 
Theorem: Let d be an abelian, artinian category. Suppose that a 
natural map 
A. : Ext(B, -) ~ Ext(A, -) 
is given. If Hom(A, B) is an artinian group, there exists a morphism 
a E Hom(A, B) which induces A., a* =A. 
Proof: In &l=Pro(d) sufficient projectives are available, hence we 
can choose a projective P which maps onto B. We denote the kernel 
by M, thus obtaining an exact sequence 
o~M~P~B~o. 
Suppose 
M1. Ed. For every index i E I we have a canonical map mi : M ~ M.,, 
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hence a commutative diagram 
0 _____,.. M _____,.. P _____,.. B _____,.. 0 
l mi l 11 
0 _____,.. M t _____,.. P t _____,.. B _____,.. 0. 
As B and M-t are artinian object, P-t is artinian, or P, Ed. As projective 
limits are exact in fJJ, 
+---
i 
The lower row of the diagram corresponds to an extension class 
fh, E Ext{B, M-t). For j>i there exists a map m)i : M1 _____,.. Mi and we 
have m~({31)={k We write 
A.(Mi)(f3i) = IXi E Ext{A, M-t). 
As the diagram 
is commutative we have 
IX-t =m~A.(M1)({31) = m~(1X1). 
We are now going to imitate the proof of [7], th. 1.3. The extension f3i 
induces a diagram 
'\ Hom (B, B)--+ Ext(B, M-t) _____,.. Ext(B, Pt) 
. ~· l .\(Mil l .\(Pi) 
Hom(A, B) ~ Ext(A, Mi) --+ Ext(A, Pi) 
which is commutative as A. is natural. As f3-t=b-t(idB), the image of 
1Xi=A(Mt)(f3t) in Ext{A, Pt) is zero, hence there exists ai E Hom(A, B) with 
fJi(ai) =a-t* (f3i) = 1X1,. 
For j > i we have the commutative diagram 
0 _____,.. M 1 _____,.. P 1 --+ B --+ 0 
lmii l 11 
0 _____,.. M i _____,.. P t _____,.. B _____,.. 0. 
This yields a commutative diagram 
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hence Ker(~J) C Ker(~t). As we have supposed the group Hom(A, B) to 
be artinian, there exists an index i E I such that j > i implies Ker( ~i) = 
=Ker(~t). We fix this index i, and we are going to prove that the 
map a= ai has the property 
To that purpose we first prove that 
Now consider for some XEd an extension class e E Ext(B, X). We 
are through if we can prove that 
a*(e)=A(X)(e). 
For j E I the extension defining fJJ E Ext(B, MJ) yields an exact sequence 
Hom(MJ> X)----+ Ext(B, X)-------+ Ext(PJ> X). 
As P is projective we have Ext(P, X)= 0, thus 
lim Ext(PJ, X)=Ext (lim Pi> X)=O. 
-------+ +--
i i 
Thus we can choose j E I in such a way that the image of e in Ext(P1, X) 
is zero. Let X E,Hom(Mj, X) be an element which maps onto e E Ext(B,X). 
As the set I is filtered we can choose j also with j > i. As A is natural 
we have 
As j>i we have af*(fJJ)=a*(fJ1), thus 
and the theorem is proved. 
The dual statement reads: 
Let <'C be an abelian, noetherian category. Suppose that a natural map 
A : Ext(-, 0) -------+ Ext(-, D) 
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is given. If Hom(C, D) is an artinian group, there exists a morphism 
f E Hom(O, D) such that f induces A, f* =A. 
3. A counter-example in the general case 
In this section we show that in general the map 
Hom(A, B)--* Nextl·l(A, B) (cf. [7]) 
is not surjective. In order to simplify the terminology we shall consider 
the dual case. 
Let ~ be the category of all finitely generated abelian groups. This 
category is abelian and noetherian, but not sufficient injectives are available. 
We denote by Z the free cyclic group and by ZjmZ the cyclic group of 
order m. The group 
Hom(Z,Z) ,...._, Z 
is not artinian, and we are going to show that the group of natural homo-
morphisms 
A : Ext(-, Z) ______,. Ext(- , Z) 
is "much larger" than Hom(Z, Z) ,...._, Z. We write 
F(X)=Ext(X,Z) for X E~. 
We have F(Z) = 0 as Z is a projective object of ~- The exact sequence 
0 --* Z ~~ Z ______,. ZjmZ ______,. 0 
proves that F(ZjmZ) ~ ZjmZ. If HE~ and p is a prime number, we 
denote by Hp the subgroup consisting of elements with order some power 
of p (the so-called p-primary component). Every HE~ can be written 
in the form 
H=ZrEEJ _2 Hp, r>O. 
p prime 
Thus F(H) = _2F(Hp) is a finite group for every HE~' and 
F(Hp) = (F(H))p. 
Consider the projective system formed by the groups ZjpnZ, and the 
maps 
which map the generator of Zjpmz on the generator of ZjpnZ. The pro-
jective limit exists (in the category of abelian groups): 




the so-called additive group of p-adic integers. We are going to prove that 
(*) Hom(F, F) ~II Zp, 
'P 
the product taken over all primes p. 
Suppose A. E Hom(F, F) and let 
n : F(- )p---+ F(- )p 
be the map induced on the p-primary component of F. Then we write 
nn : F(ZjpnZ)---+ F(ZjpnZ) 
and O"n=nn(l) E F(ZjpnZ) ~ ZjpnZ. Then 
fmn(O"m) = /mn'Tlm(l) =nnfmn(l) =nn(l) = O"n 
(as n is natural), thus 
(a1, az, ... ) E Zp= lim ZjpnZ. 
+---
" 
One easily checks that conversely O"= (a1, az, ... ) E Zp defines a natural 
map n: F(-)p---+F(-)p by nn(l)=O"n. As a homomorphism of a 
p-primary group into a q-primary group is zero if p=/=q, this proves (*). 
The map 
Hom(Z, Z) ~ Z---+ II Zp ~ Hom(F, F) 
'P 
is certainly not surjective, thus we have proved that not every natural 
homomorphism 
A. : Ext( - , Z) ---+ Ext(- , Z) 
can be induced by a homomorphism a E Hom(Z, Z). Let us indicate two 
explicit examples: 
(i) Define A. on the 3-primary component of F(-) as the identity and 
on the p-primary component as multiplication by 3 for p =1= 3. The A. thus 
defined is a natural homomorphism. Assume that a E Hom(Z, Z) induces 
a* =A. Then if a(l)=m we must have m = l (mod 3) and m- 3(modp) 
for all p=/=3, which is absurd (consider p>/m/+3; if m;;;;.O we have 
m;;;;.3+p>m+6, if m.;;;;O we have m.;;;;3-p<m). Hence A. thus defined 
is not induced by a homomorphism a E Hom(Z, Z). 
(ii) Fix a prime number p. Define A. on the q-primary component, q =1= p, 
arbitrarely (e.g. the identity). Define A. on F(ZjpnZ) as the multiplication 
by (l +p + ... +pn-l). The A. thus defined is natural. However 
m = l+p+ ... +pn-l (modpn) 
for all n > 0 is not possible, hence A. is not induced by an element of 
Hom(Z,Z). 
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Remark: Consider .f =lnd(~). The canonical map 
Ext..F( lim Zfp"Z, Z)------+ lim Ext_,(Zfp"Z, Z) 
------+ +-----
" " 
is not surjective (cf. section 1, remark), and this is the reason why it 
is not possible to extend every A E Hom(F, F) to a natural map in .f 
(every A which can be extended, is induced by some a : Z------+ Z). 
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